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Dear Parents: 
 
In class this week, we talked about telling the truth. What is interesting to me is that 
kids sometimes think they are tricking when they misinform their peers or teacher.  I 
told the fable about The Boy Who Cried Wolf, and most of the kids already knew it. 
The point of that tale is that not telling the truth can be dangerous (for the sheep!).   
 
Kids can have a hard time with this – and that’s why they don’t understand the 
subtle difference between ‘reporting’ and tattling on their peers. If anything 
another student says or does seems dangerous, or makes another student feel 
uncomfortable or threatened that is reason to come to a teacher.   Your students’ 
emotional and physical safety is of primary concern here at WCA, and please let 
your students know this and make sure they feel comfortable always talking with a 
teacher when they have a concern. 
 
At the bottom of the newsletter, I am leaving sight words for inspiration and 
practice. 
 
Math reflection: Students know at this point addition and subtraction and story 
math – they know the practical application of math through these stories, and they 
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know it well and quickly.  Another part of math is looking at and analyzing data 
and recording data.  That is what we have been practicing. 
 
 
Science – Friday before break, we planted seeds with our big buddies, and 
recorded our first observations of the seeds we were sprouting in the window.  This 
week, we looked at our seeds and made a final observation in our seed journal. 
 
Language Arts:  

We wrote our Vacation Narratives, and will compare them to narratives from 
the beginning of the year to see how much we’ve learned! 

 
Math:   
   Measurement! We revisited measuring the lengths of different parts of our bodies, 
working with a partner and using cubes as our standard form of measurement.  
 
Art:  Hopefully today we painted our Louise Nevelson junk sculptures! 
  
 
CAMP OUT!  Last year, we had a great camp out at school on a Saturday night in 
Spring.  We are going to do it again – 5:00 pm Saturday until 10:00 am Sunday. 
 

Food details to come, but it will be partly pot luck. 
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This day has been given to me, fresh and clear.  
 I promise myself that I shall use this day to the fullest, 

 realizing that it can never come back again.  
 I have the power to decide what I will be. 

I make myself what I am. 
 

 SIGHT WORDS: If you click on the link, you’ll get a nice PDF, with variations of the below list, as 
well as sight words you can print out! Or, better still, have your student copy these words and make 
their own sight word flash cards – all you need is some index cards!! 
	
http://www.k5learning.com/sites/all/files/fry%201%20to%20100%20s
ight%20words.pdf	
	
	



	
Fry’s First 100 Words 
List 1A  List 1C  List 1E  List 1G   List 1I 
the   at   there  some   my 
of   be   use   her    than 
and   this   an   would   first 
a   have   each   make   water 
to   from   which  like    been 
in   or   she   him    called 
is   one   do   into    who 
you   had   how   time   am 
that   by   their   has    its 
it   words  if   look    now 
 
List 1B  List 1D  List 1F  List 1H  List 1J 
he   but   will   two   find 
was   not   up   more  long 
for   what  other  write  down 
on   all   about  go   day 
are   were  out   see   did 
as   we   many  number  get 
with   when  then   no   come 
his   your   them  way   made 
they   can   these  could  may 
I   said   so   people  part	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



	
	


